Abstract

This paper explores the racial dimensions of police body-worn cameras (BWCs) in Canada and the contested politics of seeing that they raise. By drawing on interview data with four Canadian police services and analyzing them through the work of anti-racist and anti-colonialist scholars, we argue that BWCs are engaged in the act of not-seeing the state violence that makes racialized communities vulnerable to police brutality in the first place. To include the politics of not-seeing in the story of BWCs changes our understandings of policing’s new visibility and the potential promise of “policing on camera.”

Introduction

In an episode of the popular television show *Scandal*, entitled “The Lawn Chair,” the lead character Olivia Pope (Kerry Washington), a Washington “fixer,” is called to a police scene to help calm a potentially riotous situation (Verica 2015). At the scene is an armed, middle-aged black man sitting in a lawn chair astride his dead son’s body. His son had been shot by police. Believing his son innocent, and the victim of police misuse of deadly force, the father refuses to leave his son’s body to his killers. For their part, the police claim that the young man had a knife with which he threatened the police officer who fatally shot him. Sure enough, a knife is found in the dead man’s possession. At first, Pope, a black woman herself, attempts to coax the father out of the lawn chair at the behest of the city police chief who has hired her to help defuse the situation. Over the course of the episode, however, Pope’s racial loyalties are tested: is she a member of the predominantly white elite whose power structures over-determine the outcome of such encounters, or is she a black woman whose own experiences of racism make her a useful ally to the angry black community gathered to protest the shooting death of yet another young black man? In the end, this agonizing personal decision for Pope is resolved through access to surveillance footage, which reveals that the police version of events is a concoction: the knife had been planted after the fact, and the young man had been shot in cold blood by a racist white police officer. At the end of the episode, the President of the United States (Tony Goldwyn) pledges to authorize the immediate deployment of body-worn cameras to all American law enforcement agencies (Verica 2015).

In this ripped-from-the-headlines episode, “The Lawn Chair” neatly captures many of the key issues that have animated the introduction of body-worn cameras (BWCs) to North American police services, offering both a synopsis of the past and a prediction for the future. Originally aired on March 5, 2015, the episode followed closely on the heels of the police-caused death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri (August 9, 2014) and the heightened racial tensions that followed, as well as the subsequent White House directive to US Congress to allocate $75 million to US police for the purchase of 50,000 body-worn cameras (Wing 2015). In its recounting of the importance of BWCs, *Scandal* presents them as a response to increasingly
vocalized concerns about police use of racialized violence. Moreover, these concerns are not limited to the fact that police use deadly force against citizens of colour, especially young black men, but that they also lie about these events, closing ranks against public scrutiny and resisting oversight in favour of image management. “The Lawn Chair” juxtaposes the dramatic and heated exchanges between police and the black community with the calm and neutral role of video. The message is clear: unconnected to any “side” in this political struggle, a video-recording can mediate conflict by resolving competing versions of the truth with its own steadfast, unbiased account. This ability of video to restore the truth, it is suggested, is the way forward for a racially divided America.

In contrast, recent academic engagement with BWCs has painted a less optimistic picture of their potential to produce a radical change in the ways that police function. A growing body of empirical scholarship, focusing largely on the impact of BWCs on both officer and citizen behavior and attitudes (for an overview, see Lum et al. 2019),¹ along with more qualitative studies on the sociological implications of BWCs (see, for example, St Louis, Saulnier, and Walby 2019; Newell 2019, 2016; Taylor and Lee 2019; Adams and Mastracci 2017; Beutin 2017; Gates 2016; Lippert and Newell 2016; Brucato 2015; Evans 2015; Wasserman 2015; Schaefer and Steinmetz 2014), collectively caution against over-simplistic reliance on the ability of cameras to render objective views of citizen-police encounters. Additionally, they emphasize the need for thoughtful and sustained oversight in the context of the increasing surveillance capacities of local police. Largely absent from these important critiques, however, is the role played by race in the implementation and workings of BWCs.² In this paper, we explore the racial dimensions of BWCs and the contested politics of seeing that they raise.

The racialized dimensions of BWCs and policing expectations are surprisingly understudied. Despite a fourteen-fold increase in publications on BWCs between 2014 and 2019 (Lum et al. 2019: 96), and despite the fact concerns about racist policing are at the heart of the public’s desire for BWCs, as illustrated by Scandal, to date “we know nothing about the effects [of BWCs] on disparate outcomes in policing” beyond speculation (Lum et al. 2019: 102). Given that this is “one of the most important questions about BWCs,” Lum et al. (2019: 102) conclude that “such research should be a priority for policing scholars.” This article begins to address this lacuna by sketching out the Canadian context for BWCs and, in particular, by focusing on the ways that race shapes the possibilities of what BWCs can do. Drawing on interview data with four police services gathered as part of a broader project on BWCs in Canada, and analyzing them through the work of anti-racist and anti-colonialist scholars, we argue that BWCs are engaged in the act of not-seeing the state violence that makes racialized communities vulnerable to police brutality in the first place. To include the politics of not-seeing in the story of BWCs changes our understandings of policing’s new visibility and the potential promise of “policing on camera.”

After a brief discussion of our methodology, we locate the politics of not-seeing in the broader context of “policing on camera” (Sandhu and Haggerty 2017) before turning to the Canadian landscape and the introduction of BWCs to Canadian policing. Importantly, BWCs have been taken up much more slowly in Canada than elsewhere, and especially in comparison to the United States. We argue that the very cautious introduction of BWCs to Canadian policing results from a specifically police-driven definition of the relationship between race and policing. In particular, we show how race and racism are constructed by police as an absence in Canadian police-community relations, a narrative that structures what BWCs can, and cannot, see. While community and social justice groups tend to argue that BWCs have the potential to make racism visible, police argue that these same cameras will evidence not only a lack of racism but also a police professionalism that protects against discriminatory policing. These profoundly different definitions of what

¹ Lum et al.’s (2019) survey of BWC literature categorizes the field into six major trends: the impact of BWCs on officer behaviour; officer attitudes about BWCs; the impacts of BWCs on citizen behavior; the impact of BWCs on citizen and community attitudes about police or cameras; the impact of BWCs on criminal investigations; and, the impact of BWCs on police organizations. The lion’s share of research to date, however, has focused on police and/or citizen/community approaches to BWCs.

² Lyndsey Beutin’s (2017) work is an important exception, and will be discussed later in the article.
police worn cameras will “see” raise important questions about the future of BWCs in Canada. By keeping race at the forefront of our analysis, we aim to demonstrate the ways that, instead of serving as a neutral observer that can address racial divisions with respect to policing, as Scandal hopefully suggested, BWCs hold the potential for exacerbating racial tensions between Canadian police and the various communities they ostensibly serve.

Methodology

The data presented here are based on one-on-one interviews conducted with participants from four Canadian policing services—Thunder Bay and Toronto in Ontario and Edmonton and Calgary in Alberta—that were gathered as part of our larger research project on BWCs in Canada. Our broader purpose is neither to determine a causal relationship between BWCs and police-citizen interactions nor to create policy recommendations about what conditions need to exist in order for BWCs to improve policing. Rather, we draw on Kelly Gates’ (2011: 5) argument that “[t]he introduction of new surveillance technologies… does not happen seamlessly or automatically, instead presenting major logistical, technical, and political challenges involving conflicts and negotiations among various vested social actors.” Accordingly, we focus on the contested meanings and negotiations that have led to, and structured debates about, BWCs in Canada, especially in the context of heated public dialogue about policing practices, race, and accountability. In other words, we are less interested in whether BWCs work than in the work that BWCs do.

To this end, we conducted interviews with a broad group of Canadian stakeholders between September 2016 and June 2018. In total, we interviewed thirty-eight police employees, including twenty-six front-line officers, eight supervisors (Superintendents and Inspectors), and four senior policy personnel. All police participants had experience with BWCs through local pilot projects experimenting with the technology. In addition, we interviewed three current and former members of police oversight organizations; six legal actors, including Crown and defense attorneys; nine community organizers and anti-racist activists (e.g., from Black Lives Matter and municipal copwatch groups); and seven members of privacy organizations (the Canadian Civil Liberties Association and the Ontario Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner). The semi-structured interviews ranged from one to two hours in length and were recorded, transcribed, and coded through Nvivo software. We conducted the interviews using open-ended questions that ranged from general inquiries (i.e., “What do you think are the main benefits or limitations of BWCs?”) to more subjective questions (i.e., “What relationship, if any, do you think exists between BWCs and citizen videos of policing?”) to more specific questions about the current climate of police accountability and legitimacy (i.e., “Do you think BWCs can help to address problems between police and racialized communities?”).

We focus exclusively on police responses here largely because of the disproportionate power police have to define the future of BWCs. This is especially true in Canada, where an absence of any federal or provincial statutory governance or oversight of BWCs means that each individual police service has been left to its own devices to sort out, experiment with, consult on, and develop policies for this new technology (Bud 2016). Thus, how Canadian police understand the purpose and significance of BWCs matters a great deal for their potential uptake as a new policing technology. To protect the confidentiality of our participants, we have (in random order) labelled the four police services where we conducted interviews as Region 1, 2, 3, or 4, and interview subjects are known only by the number assigned to them (e.g., “Participant 1” or “Participant 2”). Despite some important differences between the varying jurisdictions, our data reveal

---

3 In July 2019, British Columbia developed provincial standards for the use of body-worn cameras, making it the only province to date to do so. The policy addresses issues such as conducting a privacy impact assessment, officer training, notification, and retention (see Government of British Columbia 2019). However, currently, all police services active in BC, including the RCMP, have rejected the use of BWCs. The only other guidelines for the implementation of body-worn cameras in Canada comes from the federal Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada’s 2015 document Guidance for the Use of Body-Worn Cameras by Law Enforcement Authorities. While all police services piloting BWCs have consulted these guidelines, they have no enforcement authority.
common themes. Most notably, despite the size or complexity of the police organization, and regardless of the different demographic communities they serve, a central finding to emerge from the police interviews as a whole is that Canadian police do not have a sense of urgency about BWCs as an accountability mechanism, especially with respect to race. The absence of any urgency in addressing racial disparities in policing, including through the use of BWCs, means that new meanings and purposes have been crafted to explain the relevance of this new technology. At the same time, police are aware that many citizens perceive them as racist. Rather than confront this allegation directly, Canadian police use BWCs as a slate on which to write their own understandings of race, racism, and policing and to fashion their own narratives about what they believe BWCs will “see.” As we argue below, this police construction of the relationship between race, policing, and BWCs is better understood not just through an analysis of the changing nature of visibility but also through an appreciation of the politics of “not seeing.”

The New Visibility, Policing on Camera, and the Promise of Accountability

The term “policing on camera” has two overlapping, but not synonymous, meanings. First of all, it can refer to the relatively new phenomenon of citizen-journalism, or acts of sousveillance through bystander videos of police-citizen encounters.4 The ability of any person to film, upload, and widely broadcast instances of police malfeasance has significantly changed the terrain of policing. It is this that Andrew Goldsmith (2010) referred to as “policing’s new visibility,” characterized by the increasing visibility of policing practices, and especially their use of force, and the decreasing ability for police to do their traditional “repair work” of narrating events in ways favourable to the police. Drawing on Richard Ericson’s (1995) important work on the difference between police accountability and “account ability,” Goldsmith (2010: 930) suggests that the new visibility could lead to “a huge reputational threat to contemporary police organizations.” From Oscar Grant to Eric Garner to Alton Sterling to Philando Castille, among many other instances, the ability of bystander video to widely broadcast police violence has helped contribute to the “disappearance of disappearances” in policing (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 619; Goldsmith 2010). In each of these cases, the fact that there was video evidence that was not within police control or custody, and that appeared to show “raw footage” that was not mediated by police (Brucato 2015: 457), created serious public concerns and new dialogues about the legitimacy of police activities. As Margaret Beare (2014: 92) has argued, “The greatest threat to the legitimacy of the police may come when the ‘norm’ becomes to question the truthfulness of police statements not just by defence lawyers in court, but also on the front pages of our newspapers and when it is examined in detail in various inquiries.”

Yet, police have adapted to the new reality of policing on camera. Bryce Newell’s (2019: 67) multiyear study of two police services in the US Pacific Northwest finds that between 70% and 80% of officers surveyed “reported being ‘very comfortable’ or ‘somewhat comfortable’ with civilians recording them while they worked.” Gregory Brown (2016: 307) finds, through two case studies with Canadian urban police services, that an awareness of ubiquitous citizen video capacities has “tempered” police use of force, such that bystander video now acts as “both a disciplining influence on their consciousness as they perform police work and as a significant deterrent against use of force misconduct.” Ajay Sandhu and Kevin Haggerty’s (2017) ethnographic study of front-line officers of the Edmonton Police Service (EPS) finds three different ways that police respond to public filming of their work: the “camera-shy” officers, whose concerns centre mainly on the lack of context provided by bystander videos; the “habituated” officers, for whom bystander videos are less of a concern because they acknowledge that the majority of their work is boring and uninteresting to most observers but who also believe that video evidence will usually demonstrate that they were doing their jobs properly; and, finally, those officers who saw strategic advantage in being filmed. For this latter group, being filmed in the public performances of their jobs was most likely to exonerate them from unfair criticism. Drawing further on this research, Sandhu (2016: 88; emphasis in the original) suggests, in contrast to Brown’s (2016) findings, that policing’s new visibility “may not be a form of

---

4 There is considerable literature on the ways in which citizen-video has impacted the ways police operate. Some of this literature is discussed in the body of this article, but the larger issue of the relationship between citizen sousveillance and policing more generally is beyond the scope of this paper. For excellent discussion, see, for example, Brucato (2016, 2015); Farmer and Sun (2016); Huey, Walby, and Doyle (2006); and Monahan (2006).
disciplinary power, but a form of power that encourages police offers to act more disciplined” as they develop their own, media-savvy responses to the new visual reality (see also Sandhu 2017; Gates 2016).

The increasing likelihood of police to find themselves on camera has given rise to a second kind of policing on camera, manifested through BWCs. While it is fair to argue that the emergence of BWCs is a direct result of the expansion of cop-watching videos (Brucato 2015), it would be inaccurate to say that it is just another example of policing the police through video evidence. BWCs may have gained popular support because they appear to systematize the transparency of policing activity (Mateescu, Rosenblat, boyd 2016), but their uptake by North American police services illustrate how, for police, having their own cameras is an answer to the problems raised by bystander videos. For example, the 2014 Iacobucci Report, commissioned by the Toronto Police Service (TPS) to investigate police use of force,5 concluded that BWCs were an urgent matter for the TPS given the “now broad recognition, within the TPS and in the general public, that police officers should expect to have their interactions with citizens recorded at all times. The widespread availability of video cameras on smart phones has removed police control over publicity surrounding police-public interactions and placed it in the hands of subjects, by-standers, and media outlets” (Iacobucci 2014: 255).

As Newell (2019: 72) argues, this anxiety about “the widespread availability of video cameras” is “rooted in information politics, as the perceived loss of context, and loss of control over how and when information about their work was disclosed, suggests that officers are losing power in their struggle to frame and control the narrative and explain their interpretation of events depicted on the video (their ‘accountability’).” In response, BWCs offer a number of advantages to police: they have the potential to provide a bigger window into police-citizen encounters so that such incidents may not be taken out of context; they are promised as a way of ensuring that unfounded citizen complaints disappear and to provide evidence to exonerate police from unfair criticism; and, they produce potentially useful media and court evidence of police actions (Newell 2019; Sandhu and Haggerty 2017; Sandhu 2016; Brucato 2015). In short, BWCs are a way for police to manage visibility rather than be managed by it.

These police-driven rationales for BWCs are notably different from citizens’ expectations of the technology, which tend to focus on increasing police transparency, especially with respect to the use of police discretion and force with racialized communities. This difference is usually analyzed as a struggle over the definition of “accountability.” As Benjamin Brucato (2015: 457) neatly summarizes, “[d]epending on the party, accountability has differing meanings and significance. For civilians concerned about police abuse, this assurance will offer protection from unnecessary and excessive force. For the police, accountability offers the opportunity to exonerate themselves and their agencies from false complaints.” This is more than a difference of opinion. As Brucato (2015: 470; emphasis in the original) concludes, “[t]he video shot from the position of the officer is legally and culturally privileged. As such, rather than being just a new surveillance technology, on-officer wearable cameras work as counter-sousveillance technology.” Lyndsey Beutin (2017: 6) adds that a “racialized way of seeing” fundamentally structures this uneven relationship between the competing definitions of accountability, arguing that because filmic evidence of police-citizen encounters is viewed through a broader and historically informed racialized context, “body worn cameras constitute reforms that threaten to strengthen liberalism’s co-constitution with structural racism, rather than ameliorate its injustices.” In the rest of this paper, we seek to continue the conversation about the role played by race in defining the policing advantage promised by body-worn cameras.

---

5 The Iacobucci Report is formally titled Police Encounters with People in Crisis: An Independent Review Conducted by the Honourable Frank Iacobucci for Chief of Police William Blair (Iacobucci 2014). It was commissioned by the TPS following a highly publicized incident of a police-caused death in Toronto that was captured on citizen video. More detailed discussion of the circumstances leading to this report appear in a later part of this article.

6 See Brucato (2015) for an analysis of the ways that this worldview matches the advertising campaigns of the manufacturers and sellers of BWCs to police services, especially the lead supplier, Axon International.
Not-Seeing: Race and the Politics of Visibility

While surveillance scholarship generally acknowledges that racially constituted groups experience surveillance differently, critical race scholars have noted that surveillance studies has been less attentive to the specifically racialized contours of seeing and visibility. As John Fiske (1998) has written, “surveillance is a technology of whiteness” (69) in which the links between seeing and knowing are conditioned by a racial order: “It may be a technological feature of the surveillance camera that enables it to identify a person’s race, but it is a racist society that wants that information and that turns it into knowledge; technology can determine only what is seen, it is society and its politics that determines what is known” (85). This kind of narrative interpretation was nowhere more evident than in the Rodney King trial, which transformed a video of African-American King’s beatings by white police officers into a story about police victimization at the hands of black male danger (Skolnick and Fyfe 2005; Crenshaw and Peller 1993). As Judith Butler (1993:16) writes, the Rodney King video was viewed within a “racially saturated field of visibility” that structured what was possible for a jury to “see.”

Simone Browne’s (2015) compelling study of the links between surveillance and specifically anti-black racism offers the historic context for surveillance as a racialized practice. Drawing on such examples as the architecture of the slave ship, slave branding and registries, plantation rules, and the enforcement of “lantern laws” in eighteenth century New York—which required “Negro and Indian Slaves” to carry a lit lantern after sunset, ostensibly in order to ensure, and maximize, their visibility—Browne connects the deeply racialized practices of American nation-building with the equally racialized history of surveillance. Beutin (2017) similarly argues that the origins of American policing in historical practices such as slave patrols, along with nineteenth century criminology that highlighted the significance of the visualization of criminal evidence and representations of the truth, and the more general historical and cultural formations that have led to the naturalization of the criminality of blackness together have produced a “racialized way of seeing” that over-determines the ways that video evidence of police brutality is produced, seen, and experienced. The hypervisibility of black persons, made possible through the surveillance undertaken by white persons, indicates that racism is not something that occurs merely as a result of surveillance but, instead, that a racial ordering is part of the rationale for surveillance in the first place.

The work of anti-colonialist and feminist scholar Andrea Smith (2015) draws out this argument in ways that are enormously useful for considering the new visibility of policing. Smith argues that, while surveillance studies has been inordinately focused on the politics of seeing, it has neglected to include within its ambit the ways that the surveillance state is itself a product of surveillance and, more specifically, of the surveillance of Indigenous bodies, a critical defining practice in the creation of the modern state: “A focus on gendered settler colonialism… foreground[s] how surveillance is about a simultaneous seeing and not-seeing…. The colonial gaze that surveils native communities to monitor, measure, and account for their ‘dysfunctional’ behaviors conceals from view the settler colonial state that creates these conditions in the first place” (Smith 2015: 25–26).

It is, then, not just visibility, or even hyper-visibility, that is significant, but also that which is hidden from view and, especially, the state itself as it engages in the act of surveillance while remaining outside the field of vision. Collectively, these critical race analyses of surveillance draw our attention not just to what is seen and often hyper-visible—namely, racialized subjects—but also to what is not seen and, specifically, the deeply historicized practices of attempting to know, and to contain, racialized bodies. Moreover, as the historical work of Brown (2016), Beutin (2017), and Smith (2015) demonstrates, these anti-black and anti-Indigenous models of surveillance constitute the building blocks of the contemporary surveillance state. This context places into question the promises of BWCs to provide transparency and accountability in relation to police actions.
Body-Worn Cameras in the Canadian Landscape

In Canada, as elsewhere, a number of recent incidents involving police use of lethal force against racialized community members have triggered outraged public responses demanding a reckoning with racialized policing, including through the systematic introduction of BWCs for front-line officers. The most well-known of these incidents is the shooting death of Sammy Yatim, an eighteen-year-old Middle Eastern man, killed by white officer James Forcillo on a downtown Toronto streetcar on July 27, 2013. While on the streetcar, Yatim had exposed himself to two young women sitting at the back of the car and pulled out a small switchblade with which he threatened other passengers before demanding they exit the streetcar. Within fifty seconds of police arrival on the scene, Officer Forcillo fired nine shots at Yatim. The first three shots fatally wounded him. Forcillo then fired a second round of six shots while Yatim was lying on the ground (and a second officer then tasered the dying Yatim). Three years later, Officer Forcillo was found guilty of attempted manslaughter for the second round of bullets and sentenced to six years imprisonment.7

As predicted by Goldsmith (2010), the existence of bystander video documenting the fatal encounter between Yatim and Forcillo was key to the emergence of widespread public concern about police accountability for their use of force. The police encounter with Yatim was captured by two independent bystander cell phone videos, which were uploaded and seen immediately and broadly: within less than forty-eight hours, just one of the videos had been viewed nearly half a million times (Andrew-Gee 2014; Rodriguez 2014). Public outrage was immediate, leading to, among other things, a review of police use-of-force, commissioned by the Toronto Police Service and headed by retired Supreme Court Justice Frank Iacobucci. One of the key recommendations to emerge from the Iacobucci Report was that front-line officers be equipped with BWCs (Iacobucci 2014).8

In the midst of this legitimacy crisis for the Toronto police, several other incidents of police use of force against men of colour continued to galvanize many members of the community and forced new discussions about policing more generally. The suspicious circumstances surrounding the 2014 shooting death of Jermaine Carby, a black passenger in a car pulled over for a random police check, led to similar public outrages and was the coalescing point for the formation of a Toronto chapter of Black Lives Matter (Gillis 2015). The 2015 fatal shooting of Sudanese immigrant Andrew Loku, who was shot within twenty-one seconds of the police’s arrival at his apartment building, was another significant rupture of already tense relations between Toronto’s black community members and local police (Warinca 2015). Nor were such incidents confined to Toronto. A CBC investigation into the Edmonton Police Service practices of street checks, otherwise known as carding, found that Indigenous people were six times more likely to be stopped by police (and Indigenous women nearly ten times more likely to be stopped than white women), and black people were five times more likely to be stopped than white people (Huncar 2017). In Thunder Bay, accusations of racist policing were sufficiently egregious to warrant an investigation by the Ontario Civilian Police Commission into the operations of the Thunder Bay Police Board. This investigation occurred simultaneously with an Ontario Independent Police Review Directorate (OIPRD) inquiry into systemic racism in the Thunder Bay Police Service (TBPS), which itself followed on the heels of a coroner’s inquest into police (mis)handling of multiple deaths of young Indigenous people in Thunder Bay between 2001 and 2011 (Jago 2018; Mayor and Findlay 2018; Talaga 2017).

---

7 The number of news sources for the Yatim killing are too numerous to cite here. For a general overview, see Ontario Justice Education Network (2016). Officer Forcillo was originally tried on secondary murder charges, but the jury found him guilty of attempted manslaughter, specifically because of the second round of bullets (Hasham 2016). Forcillo appealed his sentence, but this appeal was finally denied in April 2018 (Fine 2018).
8 In recommending body-worn cameras, the Iacobucci Report (Iacobucci 2014) was repeating an earlier recommendation as it appeared in the Toronto Police Service’s (2013: 58) internal document, the Police and Community Engagement Review (PACER) Report: “That the service... explore the possibility of equipping all uniform Officers with Body Worn Video (Body Cameras).” It was through the Iacobucci Report, however, that the public became familiar with the TPS’ intentions to pilot the technology (Iacobucci 2014).
The high-profile nature of events such as these meant that the argument for BWCs for Canadian policing became almost impossible to ignore. A 2016 CBC News poll found that 75% of Toronto residents believed that all officers should wear the technology, with a full 81% of respondents strongly or somewhat agreeing that “the prevalence of cameras will lead to more police officers being accountable for their actions” (CBC News 2016: para. 2). Of these respondents, over half (53%) agreed with the statement that racism is a “serious problem” for the TPS (CBC News 2016, para. 15). Police services outside Toronto found themselves under similar pressure. Calgary Police Services were early adopters of the technology, also prompted by investigations into officer-involved shootings and in an effort to regain public trust (Doll and Tucker 2016). Indeed, since 2015, most major police services in Canada have investigated the use of BWCs, largely in response to populist demands for their implementation as a way to address eroding public trust in policing more generally.

Yet, despite the popular demand, and in contrast to what has transpired in the United States, Canadian police services have proceeded very slowly with BWCs. At the time of writing, only a handful of municipal police services have committed themselves to adopting the technology. Amherstburg Police Service was the first police service to implement them for all front-line officers, with thirty-one officers wearing them since 2016. Calgary, Canada’s fourth largest municipal police service, rolled out 1,150 cameras in early 2019 after several years of difficulty with the technology (CBC News 2019). Fredericton Police Service in Nova Scotia piloted two cameras in 2017 and have decided to move forward with implementing the use of six cameras on a permanent basis (Global News 2018). In December 2018, the OIPRD released its report on the Thunder Bay Police Service, finding widespread evidence of systemic racism in the TBPS and recommending that TBPS adopt body-worn cameras immediately, suggesting that Thunder Bay may soon join the ranks of Canadian police services with BWCs (Office of the Independent Police Review Director 2018). Meanwhile, the Toronto Police Service, the largest municipal service in Canada, is still in the process of implementing them. Edmonton, Canada’s seventh largest municipal service, piloted BWCs between 2011 and 2014 with largely negative evaluations, and has decided against standardizing the equipment for its officers. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police similarly piloted and rejected the use of BWCs for its officers, as have the Vancouver and Victoria police services in British Columbia, Halifax Police Service in Nova Scotia, and Montreal Police Service in Quebec. Some police services, including Hamilton, Ottawa, and Winnipeg have shown interest in BWC technology but have yet to proceed with a pilot as they continue to study the issue through the experiences of other police services. To date, then, BWCs are more of a potential in Canada than a reality.

The Policing View: Canadian Police on Cameras and Race

A key reason for the delay in implementing police body-worn cameras in Canada stems, we argue, not only from technological or cost difficulties (which are not insignificant; see, for example, Laming 2017) but also from the fact that, in Canada, police do not tend to believe that there is a “race problem” to be resolved. As other studies of Canadian police have found (Chan and Chunn 2014; Tator and Henry 2006; Wortley and Tanner 2003), the police participants in our study tended to deny the existence of systemic racism within their organizations:

Systemic hatred—I just refuse to believe that every person—regular people—they’ve got kids, they’ve got families, they’re from all different backgrounds. Somehow all of us are systemically racist and prejudiced? We have Aboriginal officers, we have Irish, Polish, Black officers, we have everything under the sun. How can we all be against something when we’ve got all the demographics covered? (Participant 25)
Even more significantly, despite the fact that the public demand for BWCs in Canada was propelled by overtly racialized domestic incidents, Canadian police preferred to use American policing as a point of departure to defend their own, Canadian, brand of policing as different—and better—than that of their American counterparts, reinforcing a national narrative in which Canada is not plagued by racial, and especially anti-black, violence:  

We learned very quickly from our research that there are vast differences between policing in Canada and policing in the United States. But much of the negativity [toward police] that exists today, via things like YouTube and other social mediums, is US based. I think that’s unfortunate. Mostly because I think it does a disservice to the really good work that’s being done throughout Canada in policing. (Participant 63)

The refusal to acknowledge the existence of racism as part of either policing in general or as the impetus for BWCs was further evident in what we refer to as the police “origin stories” of BWCs. Not only did Canadian police personnel in each jurisdiction differentiate themselves from their American counterparts, but they also constructed remarkably similar narratives about why BWCs had been introduced to their respective workplaces:

*Interviewer:* Do you remember why [Region 1]… started implementing cameras? Was there… was there an incident or was it because…?
*Participant 49:* Not so much an incident, but it was kind of the flavour of the day in the States. And they [Region 1 Police Service] kind of wanted to be the first ones in Canada to have both in-car and body-worns in conjunction with each other.

*Participant 3:* BWV [Body Worn Video] was tested in [Region 2] because it was a wave that was happening—you’d inevitably have to answer why you are or aren’t using them. [Region 2 Police Service] is proactive so they tried it.

*Participant 25:* So that’s how it started was I saw it in a magazine, I thought it was a good idea to get a more unbiased perception of what was occurring. It was just around that time that citizen videos with their cell phones were becoming very popular…. So that’s how we started, seeing it in a magazine, thinking it’s a good idea, asking permission and going from there.

*Participant 63:* It was not, for [Region 4], it wasn’t politically motivated. It was motivated by [the] Chief, and by two reports… which suggested that the use of body-worn technology in concert with the current in-car camera system that we use, perhaps would be a beneficial piece of technology to look into. So, from that we started.

These “origin stories” clearly de-racialize the arguments for BWCs. Instead, these stories have something of a self-congratulatory tone to them, highlighting the adoption of BWCs as indicative of proactive police practices, their ability to adapt to the new visual reality, and their own technological and media savvy. In this narrative, BWCs are a police initiative, born of good policing.

---

11 As Robyn Maynard (2017) points out, this act of naming anti-black racism as a uniquely American issue has a long history in Canada. Preferring to celebrate its history as a destination on the Underground Railroad and, thus, as the place of freedom over its own slave-owning past, Canadian myth-making projects obscure the history of anti-black racism in Canada and, subsequently, present Canada as a place where racism is “relatively benign” and Canadian policing is “a race-neutral practice” (Maynard 2017: 24; 86). Canadian police officers’ statements about the difference between their work and that of their counterparts in the US can be interpreted as implicated in, and sustaining, this national myth.
As these “origin stories” further suggest, Canadian police are not insensitive to popular demands for cameras, nor to the general climate of “policing on camera” that has produced the desire for such officer-worn technology in the first place. But, as Emmeline Taylor and Murray Lee (2019: 967) observe, “officers, perhaps unsurprisingly, judge citizens’ behavior as being more in need of improvement rather than their own.” This was certainly the case for the police we interviewed, for whom the key objective of BWCs is not to address racism per se but to address calls for greater accountability in the context of public perceptions of racist policing. Police thus justified the need for BWCs by presenting them as a tool they can use to not only deflect criticism but also actively demonstrate their professionalism. The following offers an example of this commonly expressed argument:

Let’s say he [the suspect] and I are in a call… and we’re fighting. I’m trying to get control of him, he has assaulted me, I’m trying to get control. We break, step back to take a breath, I go to grab him, I give him a shot and he goes down. Right then when we step back to take a breath, you come around the corner with your iPhone and start filming. Now all you see is me grab him, drop him, and go to the ground and cuff him. So you think, oh my god, that’s police brutality… Anything that could have happened to precipitate that situation is not caught on your video. All you catch is the end result…. It’s like a hockey game where the ref always ends up catching the retaliation rather than the first hit. (Participant 27)

We heard many such sports-inspired metaphors about citizen videos, which police complained decontextualized the encounters and, therefore, transformed the public into “armchair quarterbacks” (Participant 4) who did not understand what it is that police do. In short, according to our police participants, citizen-shot videos are bad press, producing an unnecessarily poor picture of policing and, in the words of one officer, “fuel[ing] the flames of the haters” (Participant 27). Emmeline Taylor and Murray Lee’s (2019) analysis of American police responses to citizen videos draws a similar conclusion. As he argues, and our study confirms, BWCs are appealing for police because they believe that video captured through this technology will show that the public is drawing inaccurate conclusions based on incomplete images (see also Sandhu 2017; Sandhu and Haggerty 2017). By extension, having cameras that record an encounter from the beginning of the police-citizen interaction will show that police are justified in their use of force and reasonable in the exercise of their discretion.12

This police approach achieves two things. First, it sets up the public as untrustworthy consumers of images of public policing. This construction of the public as suspect also means that, second, police tended to believe that criticism of their work needed to be corrected rather than addressed on its face. BWCs are, therefore, embraced by police as a pedagogical tool for the public in order to help them right their inaccurate views of policing.

This view of the pedagogical value of BWCs was especially apparent with respect to race. Although, as indicated above, the police in our study tended to mute the racialized demands for the technology, they were more vocal on the ways in which having cameras would exonerate them from what they saw as the unfounded allegations of racial profiling. Indeed, police actively welcomed cameras as a means to put claims of racist policing to rest. This view was apparent even among front-line officers whom we might say offered direct evidence of their own racism:

Participant 12: There was one gentleman, he’s an Indian male, and I recall vividly he went on and on about how racist I am. I love when he does that because you get to watch

---

12 This view is complicated by debates on whether BWCs should be on all the time (the view of most community participants) or only turned on at the moment a civilian-police encounter becomes a formal “incident” (the view of the police, as well as privacy advocates). While important, this debate is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice to say that all Canadian police services that have experimented with BWCs have developed policies in which cameras are only turned on at the discretion of the officer as informed by general guidelines established by the police service.
him—you watch the video of me pulling over the driver—I pull him over for an illegal left turn or because of whatever traffic infraction or just to check sobriety. The first person to mention race is the person accusing me of racism. I guess we know who the racist is here, sir or ma’am. So, I actually do like it [the body-worn camera] because what did [I] do? [I] talked about [my] job, talked about the task at hand, the guy’s drunk yada yada—this is ‘cause [sic] you’re racist?! What would lead you to that conclusion? Because of my skin colour? Well that’s not how this works. I actually did like it, I do get accused of it a lot. This puts it away. You can’t say I dropped the N bomb on anybody or whatever. It gets rid of that ridiculous argument very quickly.

**Participant 44:** My problem is that am I racist? On paper? No…. Like, I would never… I can’t say never because I’ve probably done it. But I’ve never gone to someone like, “you dirty n---,” I’ve never gone and done that because it’s just…. Certainly, there could be comments made off-scene or in the car, “What a breed of people,” something to that effect.

As these examples illustrate, for police, citizen complaints of racial profiling are unsubstantiated because they lack overt evidence of specifically racialized motivations or utterance of racially offensive language, such as using the “N-word.” The latter seemed especially important to police and was mentioned often in the interviews. Even if admittedly said off camera, the fact that this offensive word was not expressly used in an encounter was considered to be evidence of race-free policing. In these police narratives, racism is a proven absence: if it is not documented, including by surveillance video, it doesn’t exist.

In constructing racism as an absence, police were also relying implicitly on the ways that the particular mechanics of BWCs will structure what is, and what is not, rendered visible through filmic evidence of their work. As sophisticated as the mobile technologies may be, they are still both spatially and, perhaps more importantly, temporally specific captures of a moment. As Smith (2015) observed about the surveillant state more generally, this excludes from view the state and the role it, and its agents, play in establishing the racialized context for any given encounter between surveyors and those subject to the gaze of surveillance. On the contrary, as imagined by police and as dictated by the technology, BWCs will capture only specific encounters and, for the police, it is only this encounter, not the broader temporal and spatial context, that signifies. The racial significance of this technologically driven feature of BWCs, and the gap it produces in police and community expectations of what cameras can do, is evident in the juxtaposition of the following two quotes, the first from a member of an Indigenous legal clinic in Region 3, the second from a patrol officer in Region 1:

**Participant 33:** They [Indigenous peoples] are not just, you know, I’m bored with my life and I’m going to be a badass or whatever. They are dealing. They have this burden of colonization and the residential schools, the sixties scoop, you name it! The person you see there is not just that person. They are a whole history coming down the line. (emphasis added)

**Participant 43:** Nothing in the video shows that I was racially profiling the intoxicated Aboriginal man who was yelling obscenities down [—] Avenue at the business people. He can accuse me of that, the video doesn’t… it shows just what I dealt with, right. (emphasis added).

The difference between these two perspectives of a racialized police-citizen encounter is startling. For over-policed communities, such as Indigenous communities, a momentary encounter with a police officer is thoroughly saturated with the long and painful history of colonialism, including the ways it manifests

---

13 Note that the officer used the “N-word” here. We have chosen not to repeat it.

14 For a postcolonial analysis of this temporal disjuncture, see Glasbeek, Roots, and Alam (2019).
concretely and in living memory through things like land theft, residential schools, child scoops, family disintegration, over-incarceration, and physical violence by state officials, including police officers. Thus, in any given encounter, history matters. Police, on the other hand, focus only on their in-real-time engagement with citizens as the single defining snapshot of good or bad policing. In the second example, rather than “a whole history coming down the line,” what the officer saw was an out-of-place intoxicated Indigenous man disturbing the peace. The racially constructed circumstances that produced this moment are not only invisible but are also impossible to capture on video. The accusation of racial profiling can thus be dismissed as unfounded. As long as police officers do not use racially specific offensive language or demonstrate explicit racial motivation, and as long as their use of force can be defended as part of the professional elements of their job performance, there is no racism, and any accusation to the contrary is unwarranted. BWCs, police expect, will uphold this definition of bias-free policing, by providing evidence of what police do not do. BWCs are attractive to police not just for what they will render visible, but equally, if not more importantly, for what they will not see.

Conclusion

The fundamental premise of “The Lawn Chair,” the Scandal episode cited at the opening of this article, was that cameras offered a neutral intervention into heated racial politics, promising to project an unbiased—and, therefore, potentially recuperative—truth onto a divided landscape (Verica 2015). While this position may be rightly critiqued for its blind faith in the “mechanical objectivity” of the camera image (Brucato 2015: 459), as well as for its neglect of the “racialized ways of seeing” that profoundly affects the impact of video images of police work (Beutin 2017), it nonetheless articulates a goal for BWCs that takes racialized policing and the increasingly heavy toll it is taking on civil society. But, what can be said about BWCs if even this premise is absent? What can BWCs hope to achieve if there is no formal recognition of the racial landscape that has prompted populist demands for such cameras in the first place? As we have shown, in Canada, police insist that such divisive approaches to policing are an American problem, yet they have simultaneously engaged in pilot projects of BWCs as something with which contemporary police must now contend. This has necessitated the crafting of origin stories that de-racialize the context for BWCs. Distancing themselves from their American counterparts, Canadian police have taken refuge in a uniquely Canadian story of tolerance and multiculturalism, even amidst ample evidence of racist policing as an equally divisive Canadian problem (Ontario Human Rights Commission 2018, 2017/2018, 2017; Marcoux and Nicholson 2018; Maynard 2017; Hudson and Khogali 2018; Comack 2012). As we have suggested, the fact that Canadian police services have been slow, at best, to roll out BWCs, despite public demands for them, is indicative of the ways in which the urgency of body-worn cameras, as neatly captured by Scandal, is absent in Canada, where the potential of “seeing” racism has been rendered unnecessary in police explorations with this new surveillance technology.

We return, then, to the politics of not-seeing as an important part of the future of body-worn cameras. As we have shown, while Canadian police acknowledge that there is a public perception of racist policing, they insist that this perception is incorrect. Police thus construct the public as suspect consumers of images of policing on camera and embrace body-worn cameras as a pedagogical tool, able to correct a public that is unable to properly understand their work. To do so, however, means they have an interest in very carefully managing the story of what cameras will and will not see. For police, body-worn cameras can demonstrate an absence of racism, whether through the non-utterance of offensive language or through the privileging of temporally limited encounters over longer histories of state violence against racialized communities. The very racialized tensions that community members hope the new mobile technologies can make visible are precisely those that police-worn technologies cannot capture. Not only is the police point of view “legally and culturally privileged” in the use of police body-worn cameras, but the historical and deeply racialized nature of the relationship between the surveillance state and its subject populations is impossible to capture in temporally and spatially specific video imagery. What body-worn cameras can make visible may be, in the end, less important to the ongoing struggle against racialized policing than what they do not see.
Postscript

Since this article went to publication, much has changed. Canada, like many countries around the world, was rocked by the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis on May 25, 2020, as well as by the uprisings that followed demanding racial justice, including, if not especially, a radical rethinking of police. This racial reckoning occurred at the same time that several black, Indigenous, and people of colour were killed by police across the country while police brutality, especially against Indigenous people, was brought to light through video witnessing. As Canadian politicians and police organizations tripped over each other in their rush to respond by publicly acknowledging systemic racism in policing, body-worn cameras reappeared on the Canadian landscape. Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau called upon the federal police service, the RCMP, to deploy BWCs. A similar call was heard in Toronto where, after being stalled for years, BWCs were championed by the mayor as a direct response to local protests for racial justice and expedited by the TPS Board, so that a full roll-out of cameras is now expected to occur before the end of 2020. Other police jurisdictions that had initially decided against cameras are now re-exploring them or deciding to implement them, including Montreal, Halifax, Hamilton, Ottawa and Peel Region (part of the Greater Toronto Area).

While this renaissance of BWCs in Canada is worthy of deeper exploration, here it suffices to note that this development fits with one of the key arguments made in this article, namely that the renewed interest in BWCs is animated by a newfound urgency with respect to acknowledging racism and the consequent newly pressing need to be seen addressing the specific problem of racist policing. It is precisely this recognition that has made BWCs re-emerge as an imperative. As they were in Scandal half a decade ago now, BWCs are being presented to the Canadian public as a way forward for a racially divided Canada. Any future evaluations of BWCs in Canada, including assessments of whether they “work,” must treat their role in the policing of race as the centre of the analysis.
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